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following type: 
L=½ i~sj ' xi~i6ij+xixj s flkXk--fli--13j + ,~s " bi(x)~x~' 
where {/3i}i~s are non-negative constants atisfying that supi~s/3~ <+oe, and the 
domain ~(L )  of L is the set of all C2-functions on X. 
It is proved that, under a suitable regularity condition on (b~(x))~s, (L, •(L)) 
determines a unique diffusion process taking values in X, by the method of stochastic 
differential equations. This generalizes the results of Ethier (1981, Indiana Univ. 
Math. J. 30) and Shiga (1981, 1982, J. Math. Kyoto Univ. 21, 22). 
Diffusion Model of Kimura of Intergroup Selection 
Norio Shimakura, Kyoto University, Japan 
M. Kimura proposed a gene frequency model taking account of individual and 
intergroup selections (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA. Vol. 80 (1983) 6317-6321 and 
IMA. J. Math. Appl. Med. Biol. Vol. 1 (1984) 1-15). In this model, an allele A' is 
assumed to be disadvantageous in individual selection but advantageous in inter- 
group selection and the evolution of A' is investigated. Defining a simple indicator 
D by means of parameters appearing in the model, Kimura states that the group 
selection overcomes individual selection if D > 0 while the latter prevails if D < 0. 
This model is formulated as an initial-boundary value problem for Kolmogorov's 
forward equation containing the first moment of the unknown function in its 
coefficients. 
With the aid of moment sequences, we can prove the existence and the uniqueness 
of the solution. We can discuss also the steady state solutions and their stability. It 
turns out that the indicator D of Kimura is related to stability. Furthermore, the 
first moments of steady state solutions can be obtained as fixed points of a function 
defined by a continued fraction. 
Measure Valued Diffusion Processes Associated with Stochastic Processes of 
Fleming-Viot Type 
Akinobu Shimizu, Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan 
This is joint work with T. Shiga and H. Tanaka. 
We consider a class of the Fleming-Viot processes describing the Kimura-Crow 
infinite allele models in population genetics. With the class of Fleming-Viot proces- 
ses, measure valued F-diffussion processes are associated, which will be called 
measure valued F-diffusions. In fact, any measure valued F-diffusion is obtained 
by a skew product of a Fleming-Viot process and a one-dimensional F-diffusion 
process. On the other hand, the measure valued F-diffusions can be constructed by 
making use of Poisson random measures. This construction makes the suport of the 
Fleming-Viot processes clearly observed. 
